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Your easy-to-follow primer on the exciting world of import/exportWith an increased focus on
global trade, this new edition of Import/Export Kit For Dummies provides entrepreneurs and
small- to mid-sized businesses with the critical, entry-point information they need to begin
exporting their products around the world—as well as importing goods to sell. Inside, you'll find
the most up-to-date information on trade regulations, where to turn for additional guidance on
seamlessly navigating the dreaded red tape, and much more.With significant changes in
technology, expanding economics, and international trade agreements, the global marketplace
continues to grow and change rapidly. In fact, companies that do business internationally are
proven to grow faster and fail less often than companies that don't. This authoritative reference is
packed with everything you need to get started, so why not get in on the game while the going is
good?Gets you up to speed on the lingo of international businessShows you how to follow
guidelines for developing a successful business and marketing planHelps you understand
distributor and agent agreement outlinesOffers unprecedented insight on pinpointing the right
markets for your import/export businessImporting and exporting goods is a valuable way to
expand your business and take part in the global economy, and this hands-on, friendly guide
shows you how.

From the Inside FlapLearn to:Speak the lingo of international businessFollow guidelines for
developing a successful business and marketing planUnderstand distributor and agent
agreement outlinesTake your business global—this friendly guide shows you how!Ready to start
your own international business or diversify an existing firm? Here's what you need to know to
begin importing and exporting your products around the world. Learn to pinpoint the right
markets, choose ideal products, negotiate on a global scale, and meet international
requirements.Take the plunge — explore the international marketplace to see where your
business fits and learn about rules and regulations governing import/exportChoose the right
products and suppliers — assess a product's potential and locate reliable overseas sources for
imports and U.S. suppliers for exportsMaster marketing — identify your target market, research
buyer behavior, develop product and pricing strategies, make contacts, and find
customersNegotiation, global style — get familiar with the process of negotiation and research
the culture of your marketplaces to learn the expected techniquesSeal the deal — analyze
payment methods, learn what documentation is required to ship exports, and find out about
customs requirements affecting importsOpen the book and find:Tips for choosing a company
nameHow to draft an international sales agreementEssential licensing requirementsWays to vet
your suppliersThe effect of trade agreements like NAFTAAdvice on pricing exportsSuccess
strategies for both import and export--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back



CoverLearn to:Speak the lingo of international businessFollow guidelines for developing a
successful business and marketing planUnderstand distributor and agent agreement
outlinesTake your business global—this friendly guide shows you how!Ready to start your own
international business or diversify an existing firm? Here's what you need to know to begin
importing and exporting your products around the world. Learn to pinpoint the right markets,
choose ideal products, negotiate on a global scale, and meet international requirements.Take
the plunge — explore the international marketplace to see where your business fits and learn
about rules and regulations governing import/exportChoose the right products and suppliers —
assess a product's potential and locate reliable overseas sources for imports and U.S. suppliers
for exportsMaster marketing — identify your target market, research buyer behavior, develop
product and pricing strategies, make contacts, and find customersNegotiation, global style —
get familiar with the process of negotiation and research the culture of your marketplaces to
learn the expected techniquesSeal the deal — analyze payment methods, learn what
documentation is required to ship exports, and find out about customs requirements affecting
importsOpen the book and find:Tips for choosing a company nameHow to draft an international
sales agreementEssential licensing requirementsWays to vet your suppliersThe effect of trade
agreements like NAFTAAdvice on pricing exportsSuccess strategies for both import and export--
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJohn Capela has taught marketing,
management, and international business courses at St. Joseph's College in New York for 20
years. He is president of CADE International, which provides consulting and training in
international business including importing, exporting, licensing, and foreign investment.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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IntroductionThe global marketplace is a fast-growing and rapidly changing field. International
business is exploding as a direct result of changes in technology, rapidly expanding economies,



and international trade agreements; the United States imported $2.8 trillion and exported $2.3
trillion in goods in 2013. If you want to start your own international business or diversify the
activities of your existing firms, you’ve come to the right place.About This BookImport/Export For
Dummies is a reference book — something you can keep on your desk and turn to when you
have questions, as well as something you can read through from beginning to end if you like.
Either way, this book helps you determine whether the business of international trade is for you.
In this book, youExplore how to set up an office for international tradeFind products to import
and exportIdentify target markets and find customersMake sense of applicable rules and
regulationsFind out how to complete the necessary licensing application and shipping
documentsUnderstand the process of international negotiations and cultural differencesFinally,
Import/Export For Dummies gives you know-how and up-to-date info that you need in order to
enter or advance in the challenging and highly rewarding world of importing and
exporting.Foolish AssumptionsI don’t make many assumptions about you as the reader of the
book, but I do assume the following:You may be an entrepreneur or an owner of a small to
medium-size business, and you’re looking to get involved in importing and/or exporting.You may
be an employee of a business that’s planning to get involved in importing and exporting, and you
want to be in the know.You have some business experience, but you may never have imported
or exported before.You may be a college or business student taking an import/export course,
and you want information in plain English.Icons Used in This BookIcons are those little images in
the left-hand margins of the book, designed to draw your attention to certain kinds of
information. Here’s what they mean: When you see the Tip icon, you can be sure to find a helpful
piece of information that’ll save you time or money or just make your life as an importer/exporter
easier. Ouch! You may get burned if you don’t heed these warnings. You don’t have to memorize
this book, but occasionally, I tell you something that bears repeating or that you’ll want to commit
to memory. When I do, I mark the info with this icon. Sometimes I tell you more information than
you really need on a particular subject, and when I do, I flag that info with this icon. If you just
want the basics, skip anything marked with this icon.Beyond the BookThis book provides great
information to help you explore the import/export business, but you can find many more
resources on Dummies.com:You can download the book’s Cheat Sheet at . It’s a handy resource
to keep on your computer, tablet, or smartphone.You can read interesting companion articles
that supplement the book’s content at . You will also find a link to a number of helpful documents
and resources that you may download and use as use see fit.Where to Go from HereIf you’re the
kind of person who never missed a homework assignment in your life and did every extra credit
assignment possible, you’ve probably already read the copyright information and table of
contents. In that case, keep on reading until you hit the very last page of the book, and you’ll be
happy.If you’re more interested in getting the information you need, the table of contents and
index are your new best friends. Use them to locate just the information you need, without having
to read anything you don’t need.Still not sure where to go? Here’s a quick guide: If you’re trying
to decide whether importing/exporting is right for you and how doing business internationally is



different, turn to Chapter 1. If you’re interested in finding out whether you need a license or
permit before you can import or export a product, turn to Chapter 3. If you want to find suppliers,
see Chapters 6, 7, and 8. If you want to find customers, go to Chapters 12 and 13. If you want
tips on negotiating around the world, check out Chapter 16. If you want to figure out how to pay
or get paid from individuals or firms from other countries, turn to Chapter 18. And if you want to
clear a shipment through U.S. Customs, go Chapter 20.

Part IGetting Started with Import/Export Visit for more great Dummies content online.In this part
… Find out what makes doing business internationally different. Discover the different
approaches that can be used in setting up an import or export business. Learn which qualities
you’ll need to be successful. Determine how much money you need to invest and how much can
you earn. Get familiar with the applicable rules and regulations. Begin organizing your export/
import operations.
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Julia, “Good intro book. To sum up, this book makes it very easy to make sure you have all your
basic steps covered. It is a great place to read up on the basics without spending too much
money.Being a student not in the supply chain field, I knew very little about importing and
exporting, but this book really allowed me to understand an overview of the processes. It walks
you through important information that you need to know about the subject.This book covers
topics such as marketing, technology usage, research, negotiating, and of course importing and
exporting.Within the marketing topic, this book covers target markets, how to access your
markets, as well as the basic Ps of marketing. The breakdown of types of markets such as B2B
and consumer markets around the world is helpful. The market research that is described
included some insights that I have not thought about. Plus, the information about the different
ways to access the target markets included some ways to reach new clients.The book is US
focused, so some topics may not apply to being a business abroad. However, some topics are
universal. It is a great tool to use as a beginner’s reference since it covers a variety of entry point
information. The book is super easy to read, but sometimes a bit obvious or could be explained
a little more in depth even for an intro book.With significant changes in technology, markets,
economics, and trade, global markets need to be upkept and invested in. There are many
opportunities for growth and change. Importing and exporting goods is a valuable way to expand
your business and take part in the global economy, and this hands-on, friendly guide shows you
how.Overall, the subject is covered very well. It pointed out things that I was not aware. Would
recommend for a fellow beginner.”

PETER BONNA, “************ Goldmine of information in this book ***************. This book is
absolutely amazing. Being a novice I knew very little about import/export, but this book really hit
a home run. It takes you through all of the important information that you really need to know
about the subject.The section about rules and regulations in this book was very important and
informative. How to organize your import and export operation was illuminating.Of special
interest was the chapter about Ali Baba.com. The process of doing research on this site was
very interesting and certainly worthwhile reading.One of the most important chapters was
“identifying your target market and finding customers”. This without a doubt is the key to any
successful business. In this chapter the author for gives you some real world pointers on how to
go about this process.The chapter on “negotiating around the world” was very interesting. It
pointed out things that I was not aware.This book really takes you from the beginning stages of
what you need to know to becoming a successful importer/exporter. The book ‘import/export kit
for dummies “is a gold mine of information. I would highly recommend this book to others. The
author seems to really know his stuff and his market.”

CMC, “Excellent book on importing and exporting. A well written introduction to the world on



import and export. The reader will learn all about the applicable rules and regulations for going
into this business, learning how to select a product to either import or export, how to find
customers, etc.”

Free 2B Me, “Good Book. I don't like the title, just because I don't think you are a dummy
because you do not know something. At any rate the book is useful and has some good
information if you are interested in getting into the import or export business.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Great Book! It answered a lot of questions I had about the
Import/Exporting Business for me.  Buy it!”

Dashound72, “Export and import. Good book for beginners”

stephen, “Buy it if you're into importing. Good tool to use as a reference. However, it's not
modernized and felt almost outdated.”

Alex, “LOVE IT. the book came in mint condition and was quickly delivered.i know absolutely
nothing on the subject but i found the book very insightful,i would recommend to anyone with no
knowledge because its a very easy read.”

Finn, “Four Stars. It's a good book to get started with”

Karl, “good & concise guide. Like all the For dummies series, it is a no nonsense guide, practical
& usefull.”

The book by John J. Capela has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 177 people have provided feedback.
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